GSXR Stolen Motorcycle
Reunited with Owner
Within Hours
Automatrics in anticipation had
dispatched a radio finder in the early
hours to the theft site, in readiness to
ensure a speedy recovery was achieved
when the device alarmed in.

Professionals at work as this Stolen
Motorcycle is quickly recovered.
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his bike had been stolen.
receivers to pickup and then home-in on
The owner had instinctively glanced out the Automatrics MTrack’s audibly silent
of his first floor window to notice a man secret RF radio finding frequency.
riding a scooter using one foot to push
his accomplice down the street on his No GPS signal was received, this
indicated that the bike was out of GPS
treasured Suzuki GSXR.
satellite view. The radio finder reported to
the GSM Cell search site and immediately
pickedup the radio signal indicating the
bike was too close to a block of flats.
The Metropolitan Police sent two officers
to help and escort the Automatrics finder
to locate the GSXR under a motorcycle
cover, chained up under a block of flats.

The owner had wisely invested in a
three year security service package
from Automatrics. In this instance the
owner chose not to arm the trackers
inbuilt motion sensor via his remote
control. (Had he armed the unit it would
have alarmed in immediately and the
owner would have been contacted).
Instead an alarm message was sent
to connect to the Automatrics MTrack
device on its standard wake cycle.
The system soon reported a search area
indicating the bike had traveled some 20
miles to the north of the theft site.

The owner was contacted and soon
arrived on site where he checked over
the bike to discover the battery, the alarm
and the immobilser systems had all been
stripped from the bike.

The Automatrics MTrack Stolen Vehicle
tracking system is the preferred choice
for many bike owners as it is especially
suited to the higher protection needs
of motorcycles and scooters.
This unique tracking system has self
powered or vehicle powered options.
The advanced three layer location
technology enables any vehicle to be
tracked and recovered even in the
most challenging environments. Such
as underground car parks, in the back of
a van or inside a shipping container.
This remarkably quick find, returning a
Suzuki GSXR back to it’s rightful owner
with the support of the Metropolitan
police demonstrates why Automatrics’
could reasonably claim to provide:
The Ultimate Theft Recovery Service

Ultimately the Automatrics MTrack
being self powered and covertly
hidden was unaffected by the security
systems attack.

Watch Animated
Video On YouTube
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